
CORRESPONDENCE

FREE THOUGHT AND THE MUSICIAN

SIR,—By a strange weakness of human nature man is led to consider
any change as an improvement and any re-awakened interest as an
actual advance. We are prone to regard symptoms of progress as a
proof that it is taking place. The public, which deteste the labour of
critical examination, loves thut false rhetorical method which leaves
it with the reflection that it has been thinking and has found that
respected but unwonted exercise remarkably easy: whereby the sense
of duty and self-esteem are brought to meet in comfortable kisses—a
splendid result at insignificant cost. It may well be doubted if any
real harm results for the general public so far as the familiar orator is
concerned Our own love of change is itself our best sufeguard against
the specious rhetoric of the tub. But, moat unhappily, the same
precocity of judgment is fairly common among those who really do
think: who are equipped by nature for the real thing: who cannot,
like the tub-thumper, be disposed of by a well-directed satire. When
such men shout " Progress " where mere is no advance a harmless
pastime becomes a calamity. A gifted anti-dogmatist arises to attack
an old dogma. It is clear, of course, that he cannot do so without
erecting a new one: but that is not the point at present. The
important thing is, just here, that his action, in and for itself, is a
symptom of progress, and is generally taken for the real thing, with-
out protest even from those who know better. It is unfair to cavil
at toe negativity of all such new-born doctrines. In their inception
they are bound to be mere denials, and, as such, doomed to perish:
as, indeed, they have done in incredible numbers. But the attempted
constructive systems we may justly criticise. The monumental works
of Messrs. McCabe and Robertson provide a wealth of examples of
such philosophies, which have had an unhappy habit of breaking under
quite everyday strain. Their gloomy dibns is often more scorned by
the system wnich supplants them than the-ancient well-tried doctrine
they were intended to replace: and such, I am afraid, is the tragic
story of Freer Thought, which term I prefer to the usual one because
it has some meaning.

When, therefore, Dr. Walker refers to the recent " undoubted
advances " in religious thought one is tempted into a flippant sug-
gestion that the only tiling really advanced is doubt. It is certain
that doubters have done good: but it was rarely what they intended
or even approved. To their beneficent influence was due the change,
duly noted by Dr. Walker, from a universal indifferentism to a more
restricted faith: and np more admirable illustration than his own have
I ever seen. Handel and Mendelssohn were, indeed, mere officials,
business men to an unhealthy degree: persons who found it profitable
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to set religious words, or pretended such, whether they felt inspired
or not. What a difference there is between the spiritual average o'f
their work and the sustained religious feeling of the Brahms Requiem!
And this change in attitude must, in honesty, be recognised as the
work of Freer Thinkers. I t was their child, indeed, but a child
unintentional and unwanted. I t was born not of a union between theif
intellects and a hungry, untaught world, but of an opposition set up
by themselves against an aged tradition. Freer Thought has lit no
candle to guide our feet: but it has kindled a fire to try our souls. And
I, for one, am grateful.

Dr. Walker, however, ascribes the change to an entirely different
cause. In his view people do not write oratorios now because " they
deal with things that are d e a d " To judge from his music Brahms
found these things very much alive. He seems to me, indeed, to have
seen much more clearly than his predecessors what that life meant.
No doubt he intended to be unorthodox, but he succeeded in being more
orthodox than Handel or Mendelssohn. There is more definite
Christian doctrine in the Requiem than in Judas, Elijah, or even the
Messiah. Once more we see a result which, as I have been at some
pains to indicate, the history and, in fact, the nature of Freer Thought
might lead us to expect. I t may, of course, be objected that, having
chosen a particular art-form, Brahms was forced to select words
suitable for the occasion, but the answer is so obvious that it may
with more than safety be left to the imagination. To return to Dr.
Walker's theory of the decay of the oratorio. Is it not much more
likely that the oratorio has fallen from its pedestal because it is a
Protestant art-form, and as such has shared in the general decay?
To hear such works was to 18th and 19th century England an act of
worship, sometimes a kind of indulgence for non-attendance at ordinary
services, or a concession to a subconscious feeling of duty. It would
appenr that religious people nowadays cnre more for doctrine than
for music, since the number of ordinary services, even in quite
Evangelical churches, has largely increased since the days of
Mendelssohn.

In basing the " spiritual validity " of music on its " expression of
individually realised 'mysticism," Dr. Walker seems to identify the
(esthetic and the religious emotions: in which I think him psychologi-
cally wrong. The two are near indeed : but they do not coincide. All
1,'reat music depends on the mystical sense for wh*at may broadly be
called its spiritual validity: but that sense is the portal, not the shrine;
important only because it suggests something beyond-itself. If ' that
something be any theory of divine governance, any set of answerfe to
the eternal questions, then, and then only, do we get religious music.
And I am inclined to believe that the " book " matters more than Dr.
Walker seems to think. The point deserves longer and more careful
treatment. I will merely ask just now if the Ring inspires exactly the
same quality of emotion as Parsifal, or if the Beatitudes would impress
one in just the same way if they were a setting of passages from the
Platonic dialogues. The obvious reply that it is all a matter of
association is met by the equally obvious retort that associations are
necessary. No one can usefully grope about in a mystic atmosphere,
without some materials for thought. The question is almost whether
one set of associations is as inspiring as another in the religious sense.

Questions of conscience among organists are probably far rarer
than Dr. Walker thinks. I have said that we owe to Freer Thought
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the institution of a refiner's fire, and every year it becomes more true
that no professing Christian may dare claim, under pain of sneers
(not from Dr. Walker), either sincerity or intellectual power. Against
this importation of political spirit into religious questions he would
certainly protest, but it has, as usual, an unintended result. By
affording a real test of conviction it goes far to prove the good faith of
such as, even in this age, call themselves Christians. So many other
spheres of musical activity are now open to them that organists who
stick to their lofts are probably believers. Since readiness to endure
for a faith is the only real test of its sincerity, there is no reason what-
ever for Christian bitterness against those who have taken on them
the thankless role of bhaitan the Tryer.

No friend of truth, however humble, can fail to share in Dr. Walker's
welcome to Freer Thought. I lose no opportunity of reading it, and
have frequently encouraged others to do likewise, in the sure and certain
hope that they would, sooner or later, come to the same conclusion as
I—that it leads nowhere. The instincts of man count for something.
WQ have all, I imagine, a congenital disinclination to being left in the
air, or to being conducted along an attractive highway which ends
in a trackless desert. The question " Whither? " is a fair one to both
sides, and the Christians have at least a definite answer. The art of
living, like other arts, demands some directional principle, and on the
force and authority of the principle depends the achievement of the
art. It is significant that the best work of man has crystallised, as
it were, about some guiding line of uncompromising dogma, involving
a discipline which galls the shoulders of the modem man. He demands
a thing that never was or can be on earth—a'discipline with which he
can always agree.

If I were asked (as is improbable) what was the best way of coming
to an appreciation of, say, music, I should venture much the same kind
of advice as Pascal gave to de Me're'. I should not think it unfair to
suggest study in the spirit of an ordinary receptive child, or that
the seeker should attend concerts. The only approach to any art is
through the gate of humility. Such an approach to religion is im-
possible to scientist and humorist alike. One is obsessed with the
deceptive invariableness of natural law, the other with an exaggerated
confidence in the goodness and dignity of man. AbStir is a rough word,
but it expresses a brutal truth.

Dr. Walker is as concerned as I or anyone for the good of humanity.
He would scarcely deny that the Christian sects are few in comparison
with the multitudinous schools of non-orthodox thought, or that most-
of the doctors therein could count their adherents on their fingers.
He would probably, admit that it would be difficult, if not impossible,
to find a single point of constructive doctrine on which they would
certainly agree. The question then arises : are we to bind or to scatter?
Were my whole stock-in-trade merely a feeling that the Christian
ethic was high and widely accepted I should at least decline to clog
its machinery. After all, it is the discovery of life and time," an
achievement probably beyond my best endeavours. If there be anyone
really bom to set it right he will hardly begin by " scrapping " it.

The critic who best succeeds is surely he who can most nearly tako
the author's standpoint, who can realise nnd reproduce in himself the
thoughts and emotions which inspired the original. For .perfect
criticism mere understanding is therefore not sufficient. We can all
understand many things with which we cannot agree. While.then, it is
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wrong to say that the Freer Thinker cannot understand religious music,
it is true that he can never enter that inmost circle whose centre is
the composer's heart. " What does it matter if we visualise the
Sanctu8 of the -B minor Mass with quite other eyes than Bach's? "
asks Dr. Walker. What I have just written makes further comment
needless.—Your obedient servant, S. H. KENWOOD.

THE CONCERT AUDIENCE

BIB,—May I say a word in defence of a long-suffering and much-
vilified section of the public, viz., the Concert Audience? Some little
time ago the critics suffered all the hard knocks; now they fall to the
lot of the audience, which takes them, it must be admitted, with
admirable equanimity. (Can it be that it really does not mind?)

In the April number of your interesting magazine there are two
examples which will show to what I allude. In one article* the
audience is described as ' ' not cultured ' ' and as ' ' coming only because
it is bon ton." In another* an amusing and probably quite correct
description is given of the boredom endured by various eminent persons,
among whom are Mr. Arnold Bennett and the writer of the article,
when listening to classical music. Their sufferings are contrasted
with the pleasure of the audience at the Palladium when hearing what
one mHy, I think, without offence, term rubbish. Now I contend that
musical taste is no longer a necessity of bon ton. Knowledge of two-
steps and fox-trots, a certain acquaintance with the doings of" heavy-
weights " and a fluent use of the latest motoring slang, are surely
qualifications which will carry any aspirant to the giddiest social
heights. I t may for some obscure reason be necessary that Mr. Arnold
Bennett should listen to Beethoven, whose music bores him, but the
average person happily can go to hear music or not, as he pleases, and
he can (and does) choose music to which he cares to listen.

Why are the concerts at which great classical works are performed
always well attended? Why are festivals of the music of Bach and
Beethoven invariably crowded? Why are the Friday evening
promenade concerts packed with people who go after a day's work,
often at great inconvenience, and who stand through a long classical
programme with obvious enjoyment? We have been called a hypo-
critical nation, but it is quite impossible to think that we carry
hypocrisy so far as to spend time and money on what gives no pleasure
simply because we beheve it to be " the thing."

There is a proportion of sensation-mongers in most audiences,
and also a proportion of puzzled folk who nonestly wish to become
familiar with new works, but who lack the technical training, which
makes the study of a new idiom an exciting game. These are
naturally left in a tentative attitude at the close of a long composition
which conveys nothing to them, except the extreme cleverness of
writing so many notes and expressing so little beauty. But there are
no signs of want of appreciation when the great works which have

* Vol. II., pp. 121 and 163.
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